
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW

     We have begun this new service of abstracting weekly media coverage on
HKUST.  Both positive and negative articles will be included.

     If you see any interesting item, contact Win Leung at x6313 for a copy.

     We hope you will find this service helpful.

*    Dr Francis Lui of FNEC talks about retirement scheme
          In an extensive feature on retirement and related issues, HK
          Economic Journal Monthly (12.92) interviewed Dr Lui who talked
          about the concept of "moral hazard" and commented that it might
          not be a good idea for the HK government to be responsible for all
          the risks involved if a compulsory retirement scheme for the
          working population in HK was to be implemented. He noted that the
          government's commitment might encourage investment managers to
          invest in high-risk items.

*    RTHK's apologies to Sir S.Y. Chung
          Both SCM Post and HK Economic Journal (7.12) carried an
          advertisement on the apology for a caller's defamatory remarks
          against Sir S.Y. in relation to the UST construction project made
          on RTHK's popular morning Chinese phone-in programme, "Talkabout",
          last February. It was also picked up by Oriental Daily (8.12).
          (Note: The advertisement was put out by Sir S.Y. with RTHK's
          consent.)

*    Freeman Lau's exhibition at UST Library
          It was reported in the education page of the Standard (30.11)

*    New Information Technology Conference at HKUST
          The education page of the Standard (4.12) reported that the
          conference had attracted information specialists and academics
          from around the world. Mr. Robert Stueart of Simmons College in
          Boston was interviewed and quoted as saying that schools must
          educate professionals rather than train technicians in information
          technology if students were to cope with the intense pace of
          technological innovation.

*    Experts see urgent need for science park
          In a report on the International Science Park Conference held at
          CPHK on 3.12, the Standard (1.12) anticipated that participants -
          scientists from HK's tertiary education institutions, were
          expected to argue a strong case for the creation of the
          territory's first science park. Professor Jay Chen of UST was
          quoted as saying that a science park would provide a natural
          progression for the employment of science graduates from tertiary
          institutions and it would also be mutually beneficial to science
          departments and industry.

*     Special feature on HKUST
          HK Features (a Guangdong magazine) (12.92) carried an extensive
          2-page feature with photos on UST in general. It also reviewed the
          history and mission of UST.

Note: This review, based on newspaper clippings on HKUST received within the
week, is prepared by the News and Media Section of OPA.  Enquiries can be



made to Mary Lau (PAMARY, ext. 6306) or King Cheng (PAKING, ext. 6305).


